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(54) Light emitting device

(57) A light emitting device comprising: a source sig-
nal line driver circuit (102); a first gate signal line driver
circuit (103); a second gate signal line driver circuit (104);
a pixel portion comprising a plurality of pixels (105); a
plurality of source signal lines (S) connected to the source
signal line driver circuit; a plurality of first gate signal lines
(Ga) connected to the first gate signal line driver circuit;
a plurality of second gate signal lines (Ge) connected to
the second gate signal line driver circuit; and a plurality
of power source supply lines (V), characterized in that
each of the plurality of pixels comprises a switching TFT
(107), a first EL driver TFT, a second EL driver TFT, an
erasure TFT (109); and an EL element (110); that the
first EL driver TFT and the second EL driver TFT are
connected in parallel (108); that a gate electrode of the
switching TFT is connected to one of the plurality of first
gate signal lines; and that a gate electrode of the erasure
TFT is connected to one of the plurality of second gate
signal lines.
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